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Introduction
Overall most candidates completed all the necessary questions. There were very few blank
spaces, few rubric offences and responses were frequently directed to the actual focus and
thrust of the set question. It was also noticeable that most students kept to the chronological
framework of individual questions. There were some exceptionally strong responses which
showed detailed, precise knowledge and showed skills of analysis and evaluation. Further, there
seemed to be a noticeable reduction in the number of candidates who had failed to attempt
the final (and highest scoring) question which would indicate that candidates timed themselves
better to complete the entire examination paper.
It is also worth reiterating the role of the stimulus material which is always provided for
questions 3, 4,5b and 6b. In this particular examination paper bullet points were used. Centres
should note that in some examination series the stimulus material may take the form of a visual
stimulus, a graph or a short piece of continuous prose. There are examples of questions with
stimulus other than bullet points in the second set of Specimen Assessment Materials which are
on the main Edxcel website for GCSE History B. The stimulus material is offered as a prompt to
students of some of the main issues and the chronological time span for the particular question
set. The stimulus material does not have to be used at all and this is often the case with the
highest scoring responses. Conversely students should not rely on the stimulus material alone
or simply rewrite or describe the provided material in their own words – both of which will
invariably give a low scoring response.
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Question 1
Most candidates performed well on this question with a very high proportion gaining full mark
answers. The majority of students were able to make valid inferences about the journey west
which were supported from the source such as the hazards faced or the physical nature of the
landscape. The best responses used phrases such as ‘it is clear from the source…’, ‘the source
suggests that…’ or ‘we can infer from the source that…’ These kinds of statements often resulted
in very clear focussed responses and consequently achieved full marks.

Examiner Comments
The example of a candidate's response here shows a clear level 2
answer with an inference supported from the source.

Examiner Tip
Candidates should be reminded that no marks can be awarded for own knowledge
alone on question 1. Answers for question 1 must always refer to the source.
Unfortunately there were some very articulate and extensive responses on this
familiar topic which could not be credited as they made no reference at all to the
source provided.
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Question 2
Level 3 answers emphasised and evaluated the importance to the Mormons of the individual
chosen and some also considered both the positive and negative aspects of their leadership.
Answers which remained in level 2 were often very detailed descriptions or lengthy narrative
accounts of either Joseph Smith or Brigham Young. Some went beyond the chronology of the
question and so wrote at length at about Brigham Young and the Perpetual Emigration Fund
and/or the impact of Brigham Young on making Salt Lake City a success beyond 1847. Level 1
answers often confused the two leaders or wrote simple statements that could have referred to
either individual such as “they had a lot of followers.” Occasionally a candidate discussed both
individuals and were credited for the highest scoring response for one individual.
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Examiner Comments
This is a very good answer. It has specific, precise details which
are clearly focused on the question set. Full marks awarded.
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Question 3
There were many very good answers at level 3. These responses showed a good level of
knowledge and linked this to the concept of a “clash of cultures.” They then provided a clear
argument with specific and precise details about various difficulties white settlers had in being
able to understand the culture of the Plains Indians. Level 2 answers often described and listed
the differences between the Plains Indians and the white settlers without focusing on why there
was a lack of understanding or why the Indians were viewed as uncivilised. Level 1 answers
often added a simple comment to one or more of the provided bullet points or gave a simple
description of the Plains Indians way of life.

Examiner Comments
This is an exceptionally good response. It focuses clearly on the set question and supports the
explanation with specific and precise details. The rest of the response mainly deals with the Plains'
Indians religious beliefs and how the white settles found these beliefs hard to understand.
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Question 4
There were a few level 3 answers to this question. These responses kept to the chronological
time frame in the question and explained with specific details some of the reasons for changes
to cowboys’ lives in this period such as the severe winters, the surplus of beef, the increasing
numbers of homesteaders and the effects of the Johnson County War. The vast majority of
responses to this question were level 2 answers with lengthy descriptions of cowboys’ lives rather
than an explanation of why their lives changed. Some candidates also missed the focus of the
question and instead wrote lengthy descriptions of the rise and fall of the cattle industry. Level 1
answers tended to give some simple statements on the life of a cowboy or simply added a detail
to one or more of the bullet points.
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Examiner Comments
This was an excellent response which gained full marks. It is a
clear explanation focused on the set question with precise and
specific supporting details.
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Question 5
For 5a there were some excellent level 3 responses. These answers clearly attempted to analyse
the contribution made by women to the white settlement of the Plains. These had precise,
detailed subject knowledge about the importance of women in establishing the home and
their role in farming, as well as in the wider community such as their work as teachers and in
providing general and often informal health care. Level 2 answers generally described women’s
work in the home and in farming without focusing on the contribution they made to the white
settlement of the Plains. Level one answers were often very vague, stereotypical statements
which could frequently have referred to any women in any society at any time. These statements
normally concentrated on women’s domestic role in a simplistic fashion. Some even went into a
comparison of women at a vague point in the past with modern day western women.
In part 5b, level 4 answers weighed up the role of technology against other factors in solving
the problems faced by homesteaders in the 1870s and 1880s and reached a judgement. These
answers frequently came to a “balanced” conclusion that technology was as important in solving
the problems as were government acts and new crops. These answers were supported with
precise knowledge. Level 3 answers explained the role of technology or the role of other factors
as being the more important. Level 2 answers generally described the lives of homesteaders and
the various problems they faced and narrated some improvements such as new farm machinery,
improved methods of farming and government acts. Level 1 answers offered some simple
statements such as “the railroads brought things” or “the government gave them money.” It was
also clear that a few candidates were actually unsure what was meant by the term “technology.”

Examiner Comments
The 6a extract is a response worthy of full marks. The first part of this answer is
shown. The candidate clearly explains a range of areas where women contributed
to the settlement of the Plains. The second part of the answer gives a clear
explanation of their contribution overall.
The 6b response is level 4. The start of this answer shows the candidate stating
the role of technology before continuing to show the role of other factors. The
rest of the response is a sustained argument weighing up the role of technology
set against other factors.
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Examiner Tip
In certain questions candidates sometimes fail to notice the time span of the
question and so waste time. In 6b for example some respones wrote at length
about the 1862 Homestead Act. It is important that students recognise any
time frame in the question.
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Question 6
In part 6a, level 3 answers had a clear understanding and good subject knowledge on the issues
which caused problems of law and order in mining towns. They frequently explained how the
relative lack of success of government attempts at dealing with lawlessness and the problems
caused by the rapid growth of mining towns led to problems of law and order in the 1850s and
1860s. Level 2 answers were more general descriptions of the law and order in mining towns and
level 1 answers were often very general comments that could have applied to any towns or were
descriptions of cow towns.
In part 6b, level 4 responses weighed up and made an assessment of the significance of the
discovery of gold against other factors such as the government, Indian leaders and different
cultural beliefs as reasons for the Sioux Wars in the 1860s and 1870s. Level 3 responses gave more
of an explanation of how events led to the Sioux Wars rather than weighing up the role of various
factors. These were mainly a list of reasons and did not give any supported comments as to which
factors were deemed the most significant. Level 2 answers were general descriptive accounts of
the various Sioux Wars. Level 1 candidates tended to add a simple detail to one or more of the
bullet points.

Examiner Comments
The extract from this candidate's response for 6a is a clear level 3 response which
explains how a range of factors contributed to the problems of law and order in the
mining towns in the 1850s and 1860s. The points are supported with sufficient details. The
rest of the response includes comments on the lack of law enforcement, the various racial
groups in mining towns and specific crimes that were prevalent.
The response for 6b is the start of a level 4 response. The candidate has analysed the
significance of the discovery of gold in causing the Sioux Wars. The response then analyses
the roles of the government and the army. Their is a supported conclusion which finally
weighs up the discovery of gold as a mjaor factor.
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Teachers should ensure that students:
1. have specific and precise information to support their responses
2. recognise the main focus of the question set
3. understand the role of stimulus material where it is provided for questions 3,4,5b and 6b

Grade Boundaries
Grade

Max. Mark

*A

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

U

Raw boundary mark

50

41

36

31

26

22

18

15

12

0

Uniform boundary mark

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

0

A* is only used in conversion from raw to uniform marks. It is not a published unit grade.
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